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Enduring Love. IANMcEwAN.London: Vintage.
1998. 246pp. Â£6.99(pb). ISBN 0-09-9-27658-5

Based on a published case report, Ian McEwan's
novel Enduring Love focuses on the destructive
power of erotomania, a well-recognised syn
drome described by the French psychiatrist
GaÃ©tande ClÃ©rambault in 1921.

After a freak ballooning accident, Joe Rose,
failed scientist but successful science writer,
meets Jed Parry, a wealthy loner and religious
zealot. From the time Parry suddenly believes
that Joe has fallen in love with him, each of their
worlds spiral into an arbitrary nightmare which
exposes the pathology of their love. Through
stalking, letters and phoning. Parry declares hisdelusional attraction. Joe's reaction challenges
his own world of cool scientific rationalism and
threatens his relationship with partner Clarissa.

The link between love and madness has, not
surprisingly, a long history. Hippocrates and
Galen noted the association. Physicians of the
17th and 18th centuries described several
variants of love such as furor uterinus (nympho-
mania), amor insanas (erotomania) and erotic
melancholy. However, it was Emil Kraepelin who
first delineated the characteristics of erotomania
concisely. He saw it as a subtype of paranoia, in
a classification almost identical to that used in
DSM-IV today (delusional disorder-297.1). De
spite this, it is de ClÃ©rambault's name that has
become inextricably linked to the syndrome. He
described erotomania as part of his psychoses
passionelles, a delusional disorder in which the
patient, usually a woman, is convinced she is
loved by a high ranking man, who allegedly uses
surreptitious and covert means to signal his
devotion. The more recent literature is littered
with cases of homo-erotomania, where both
patient and object are male, although all gendercombinations have been described. McEwan's
Parry clearly fits into the 'pure' form of erotoma
nia, and not the slower onset and disorganised
course of the secondary form.

McEwan is not the first to explore the depths of
pathological love in literature. Indeed it was a
French writer Georges Simenon, creator of the
French sleuth Maigret, who wrote a short story in1942 which paralleled de ClÃ©rambault's descrip
tion of erotomania published in the same year.
More recently, the concept has gained greater
public notoriety through increased reporting of
stalking, which lies on a continuum from non-
delusional to delusional behaviour. As in Endur

ing Love, many cases end in violence, and those
most at risk may be acquaintances perceived as
coming between patient and fantasy lover. When
John Hinckley tried to assassinate Ronald
Reagan, he did so in the hope of winning thelove of actress Jodie Foster. It was an "unprece
dented demonstration of love". Parry would have
agreed.McEwan's writing, as always, is superb. The
terse first chapter describes the accident and
aftermath with visceral reality, reminding me of
the traumatised patient retelling his story intherapy. Not everything is plausible: Clarissa's
reaction to Joe's behaviour is to inexplicably
think him mad, while Joe's belief that he can
return to academia is unrealistic. That said,
through masterful and methodical prose, Mc
Ewan expertly explores the anatomy of obsession
and the vagaries of romantic and deranged love.

ROÃ‘ANJ. MclvoR, Psychiatrist, National Hospital
for Neurology and Neurosurgery, Queen Square,
London WC1N 3BG.

Keys to Engagement: Review of Care for
People with Severe Mental Illness who are
Hard to Engage with Services. London: Sains-
bury Centre for Mental Health. 1998. 104pp.
Â£14.00. ISBN 1-870480-36-8

These are difficult times for mental health
professionals and their patients alike, with
contemporary community care policies being
widely seen to have failed. This report, commis
sioned by Lord Sainsbury, identifies a client
group of perhaps 15000 people nationally withsevere mental illness who are "difficult to
engage" and as a result receive an "inadequate
and uncoordinated response to their needs".
Keys to Engagement is an undoubted success.
Copies are hard to get hold of (I gave mine to our
purchaser) but it is already influencing policydevelopment through the ambitious King's
Fund/Sainsbury Centre initiative Working To
gether in London Mental Health Programme. The
report is an excellently presented, clearly writ
ten, persuasive and well thought-out document
which proceeds from a definition of the client
group (problematical, since there are multiple
overlapping potential definitions, but including,
in addition to psychosis and failure to engage,
problems such as homelessness, substance
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